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Harrison and Trading Stamps
Dummies exist in at least three versions

The contract to print Green Shield stamps must have
been a lucrative one for Harrison, for the volumes
produced were enormous. That is until the owner of
Green Shield decided that this method of attracting
customer loyalty was no longer of relevance.* 

The cartoon above was by Harry Baxter of Harrison and was drawn in
1972 to mark the visit of Her  Majesty the Queen to High Wycombe.

© Glenn H Morgan FRPSL

Postmaster General  (PMG)
Presentation Cards
Far harder to obtain than the Harrison equivalents

A card previously unseen by your compiler was
offered online at (an over-ambitious?) £149.  It is
still unsold many weeks later.

According to the description that accompanied the
eBay lot they are “Not to be confused with the
similar Harrison printer packs, these Postmaster
General (PMG) cards and folders are very scarce
and were only presented to The Queen, Princess
Margaret, the Prime Minister, the Postmaster
General, Stamp Advisory Panel members,
Commonwealth  Postmaster Generals and
ex-Postmaster Generals. *

Latest Generation of Post and Go
Testing impression found online

The VOID impression alongside is understood (i.e. not
verified) to have been dispensed from the new machine at
The British Postal Museum & Archive foyer in London. * 



Enschedé Bird and Egg Dummy
Progressive designs found, but not as “stamps”

Can any reader state whether these progressive
impressions are available on the open market?
These scans are from an unknown publication that
was mentioned online but cannot now be traced.* 

De La Rue’s ‘State of N. Africa’
Pattern stamps on offer

The items below are by De La Rue and date from
the 1890s. They are pattern stamps used to develop
colour schemes for BCA and Zanzibar stamps.
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At the left of the above two covers reading vertically is the text reduced
above. It reads: “The size 13 and size 8 ¼ are the same sizes and of

the same quality as selected by the Foreign Office for the
British East Africa Protectorate.”

  The imperforate example
below is on ungummed
paper, while the perforated
version at right is gummed.
They were offered at
AUS$250 each. The cover
scans below are from an
unrecorded source. *



User-definable Screens
A form of micro-printing used on a non-dummy stamp

This printing method replaces the conventional dot
formation screens generally used with a pattern
chosen by software; a form of micro-printing.

Look at the enlargement above - the closer you get
to the printed page (or to your computer monitor or
tablet), the more ‘messy’ the image gets, but if you
steadily move away from the image you find that
the bespectacled left eye becomes more clear as the
thick and thin lettering appears less obvious.

                    Source image of Padre Varela.       The 1997 USPS stamp.

This screening technique is used by Royal Mail on
its Machin head Horizon labels. These are due to be
redesigned in the not too distant future. * 

Cartor’s Light Bulb Moment
“Let’s stick a stamp on Einstein’s tongue!”

Your compiler had not realised that the Cartor stamp
depicting Einstein was from an iconic photo that
had been ‘reimagined’ to include a dummy stamp.
 

The details are: Description: Albert Einstein
famously sticks his tongue out for a photographer.
Source: The image was made by UPI photographer
Arthur Sasse.
Date: The photograph below was taken on the 14th
March 1951.

Albert Einstein.

The French wording at the top of the dummy stamp
reading “LA COMMUNICATION TIMBREE, C’EST DINGUE!”

translates as “STAMP COMMUNICATION IS CRAZY!”. It’s
hard to disagree with that in today’s online world.

Whoever the artist was that was used by Cartor to
paint Einstein for the dummy stamp has captured his
expression perfectly when it is compared with the
source photograph.

Unfortunately, the name of the designer appears to
be unrecorded and it is not thought that Cartor
employed any artists at L’Aigle (where the print
works was located at that time), so this design was
probably a freelance commission.*
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Unoverprinted Horizon label. Much smaller than life-size. (left)
Enlargement of part of the same Machin head design. (below)



Harrison Blank Miniature Sheet
Probably a perforation test sheet

The item below is either the ultimate missing colour,
or, more likely, a testing of the perforator for the
1979 Rowland Hill miniature sheet.

The price was “Buy it Now” at £50 on the Friday or
£95 the very next day! It remains unsold.

The sheet shown above is as-issued, but is an error
that lacks the set of perforations that the dummy
sheet received and comes with a colour shift.* 

Early Harrison Dummy Booklet
1913 example surfaces

The stamp booklet below is SGB B6 1913 2/- red
edition 12, but in dummy booklet format with plain
and unprinted gummed stamp panes.

Each pane is apparently watermarked "Harrison &
Sons", presumably in its traditional script typeface,
although the booklet had not been seen at the time
of publication of this issue of Dummy Stamps.

Part of the dandy roll is shown above, with a close-
up of the wording that was used on the watermark
bits shown below the roll.

Examples as early as this dummy booklet rarely
come to light and it would make a fine addition to a
dummy booklet collection. Estimate £500-600. *
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Post Office Training Forms
KGVI SPECIMEN example seen for sale recently

It is unusual to get King George VI high values
used genuinely with their training school overprints
on an official form. It sold recently for £135. *

Harrison Britannia Design Block
Possibly last chance to obtain this unique part sheet

On offer by ZEMOG78 on the Delcampe website is
the following Harrison lot. If you have a spare
£1364.50, then it is probably still yours for the
taking. A lovely set of items. * 
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De La Rue Specimen Perfin
Large invalidation method used on Kenyan stamps

The 1990 Centenary of Postage Stamps in Kenya set
(SG547/51) exist in never hinged mint gutter pairs
perforated "T.D.L.R. / SPECIMEN", allegedly from
the De La Rue archives*. Dealer Stampdile
retailed them at £400 for the gutter pairs, but a
recent auction saw an estimate of £120-150. *
* Tip: Want to get a higher price for an item? Then
claim that they are from an archival collection!

Quoin Collecting
With apologies for the pun

Collectors will see quoin markings
on some letterpress sheet margins. It
was a print term from 1570.
Quoins are a locking tool used
to hold type or bases snug on
the press bed. A minimum of
two are needed to lock-up a
forme, one for vertical hold,
one for horizontal. * 

Quoins >

<Locking
       keys

http://www.delcampe.net/page/item/id,273211660,var,BRITANIA-1911essai-HARRISON-SONS-rare-feuille-de-48-exemplaires-epreuve,language,E.html


Cowells Security Ltd
An East Anglian printer of stamps

W S Cowells Ltd were a security printer whose
name may be unknown to some readers of DS.

Output from Cowells was not prolific with the 1982
Birds definitive series for the Falkland Islands
probably being their most well known production.

Cowells had been renowned for their printing of the
book The Natural History of Selborne by Gilbert
White in 1972 that incorporated 16 full-page litho
plates and many vignettes in the text by John Nash.

According to the Crown Agents, their first stamps
for them appeared in 1982 for Swaziland when they
printed a commemorative 21st Birthday of the
Princess of Wales set. However, they actually
started stamp production back in 1968 with an issue
for Yemen People’s Democratic Republic.

An article from 1998 stated: "Security & General
Media is to be closed down as the receivers have
failed to find a buyer. Hundreds of jobs will be lost
at its two divisions - Cowells in Ipswich and
Spottiswoode Ballantyne in Colchester." *

NPM Penny Black Reprint
Not a dummy, but previously unknown to DS compiler

A Penny Black "Old Original" die proof with blank
lower corner squares exists as a reprint on white
gummed paper. It was apparently printed from the
original plate in 1966 upon the opening of the
National Postal Museum (BPMA) that year.

It is stated that only a small number were printed,
for presentation to dignitaries at the opening
ceremony of the museum.

Source: http://postalheritage.org.uk/page/3343/Queen-Victoria-stamps

A copy was sold for £200 by Argyll Etkin in 2013
and it is assumed that the item in question was taken
from the die proof above.

Source: http://bpma.orangeleaf.org/collections/getrecord/GB813_P_141_21_29

The reprinted sheet has not been seen, so a scan
would be appreciated if any reader is fortunate
enough to possesses the item, please.

The original 1840 printing of this die is likely to sell
for at least £350,000 and a copy held in the Phillips
collection at BPMA is shown above. *
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Imperforate proof sheet with red horizontal cancelling lines.

Enlargement of Cowells Security printer imprint and its seahorse logo.

http://postalheritage.org.uk/page/3343/Queen-Victoria-stamps
http://bpma.orangeleaf.org/collections/getrecord/GB813_P_141_21_29
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Waterlow & Sons and Waterlow, Brothers
and Layton Dummy Die Proofs
Seek and ye shall find....

A few issues back, some extremely poor quality photostats of
W&S and WBL die proofs were shown with an appeal for better
scans. A reader has now kindly supplied these for inclusion
within these pages. *

^ Purple.
Black. >



Harrison Botanical Card
Check details before purchasing these generic cards

The presentation card
below is of the 1964
Botanical stamp issue
and bears the Harrison
address for Cavendish
Square, which had
become its Group
Head Office in 1963.

Checks on an address
need to be made, as
cards can be, and are,
falsely created/changed
at a later date, resulting in cards bearing stamps that
had not been issued at time of address residency.*
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 ...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. * 

“A Stamp is Made”
Autumn Stampex display heavily features dummies

Your compiler would like to bring to the attention of
the DS readership within travelling distance of
London details of his exhibit that will be at the forth-
coming Autumn Stampex (17-20 September), as it
may be of interest owing to the subject matter.

The 80 pages anticipate celebrations planned for
next year to mark 175 years since the introduction
of the postage stamp.  From design to withdrawal, it
tells the story of stamp production via unissued
worldwide dummy material, or with supporting
issued items*.

Processes and presses aside, little had really altered
until the introduction of the micro-chip, which
heralded major new developments in almost every
area of  production. These changes, which are rarely
documented in detail, are reflected in the album pages.

Items shown are often of great importance to the
production stages of issued stamps and may be
extremely rare due to a dearth of material. They
mostly remain unknown, with many from the modern
era being unrecorded in philatelic literature.

The result of much original research, as published or
shown for the first time, it is hoped that some DS
readers will be able to enjoy seeing this rarely
displayed material. * 
*Some elements cannot be represented with dummy material
as it does not exist, but >430 items shown are unissued items.

These pages can be enlarged by 800% on screen for reading:

Update: Card sold for a

healthy £155 with 13 bids.

http://www.stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm 

